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Experiments since 1911 prove that the distance between nuclear particles constituting atomic
bodies is a hundred thousand times larger than the diameters of these particles. Hence the volumes
of all atomic bodies including ourselves are space-like empty, a hundred times more empty than the
volume of the solar system. Scores of experiments also prove that space contains electrons and
positrons bound to each other by energies of a million electron volts per pair, and form a cubic
lattice, named the epola.Based on the epola model of space, this book reveals the physical nature
of inertia, gravitation, the spreading of electromagnetic and gravitational actions in space with the
velocity of light, and derives their laws. The postulates of quantum and relativity theories are also
derived and turned into explainable physical laws. Thus physics is restored as the natural science it
had been before it was turned into a science of axiomatic statements and calculations.The book will
appeal both to serious scientists and students as well as the general reader interested in scientific
explanations of the physical world. Since as a natural science physics deals with the simplest and
most basic natural phenomena, this book will be as accessible to the general public as biology
books.
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This EPOLA therory explains, with ONLY high school algebra, the physical reasons WHY there is
Gravity, Magnetic fields, Electrostatic fields, Inertia, Momentum, stable Electron Orbitals, etc.This
theory of the Universe is simply amasing, and incredibly simple.I highly recommend this book, JAC,

BS Nuclear Engineering!

It takes a couple of chapters to get into the details and there seems to be a language unfamiliarity
issue but overcoming this Simhony provides a very clear and understandable explaination of why
physical realities occur thru an electron positron lattice model of space. The model seems to explain
all the physical interactions and phenomenon that I was exposed to during several years of
undergraduate level physics and quite frankly explains properties taken as intrinsicis such as "why
does mass exhibit properties of inertia?". Simhony also explains the mass energy relation by
dispelling the notion that energy creates mass or the spontaneous generation of particles when
radiation is applied to the "vacuum of space" in that the mass was always within that space in the
lattice and was meerely bumped out of the lattice.I would love to see experiments directly conducted
to prove or disprove Simhony's theory.Joseph
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